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Important Date!
Tuesday 5 January
Students begin
Lent Term

To keep up to date with the latest news
and events from the School, please
remember that you can follow
SET Saxmundham School on twitter:
@SETSaxmundham.
Please also check our webpage for regular
updates, and our Facebook page, just
search for SET Saxmundham School
on Facebook.

Safeguarding Update:

Should you have any safeguarding concerns,
please contact Miss Marsden (Designated
Safeguarding Lead), Ms Coles (Assistant
Designated Safeguarding Lead), Mrs Bevan
(Assistant Designated Safeguarding Lead)
or Mrs Hicks (Assistant Designated
Safeguarding Lead) on 01728 633910 or
for more information, please visit
www.saxmundhamschool.org.uk.
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As you will see from the features
in our Michaelmas Term (and my
first) edition of the Voice, it has been
a busy term despite the current
challenges. Our Year 7 students have
settled in very well; starting their
journey at SET Saxmundham School
with enthusiasm and developing a
real love of learning which is always
so good to see.

Mrs L Girling
Head of School

Year 11 have just completed their
first set of Mock GCSEs in preparation for their exams in the
Summer. Their continued hard work and dedication to achieving
their very best will stand them in good stead next year. Please
help our students to maintain their momentum by encouraging
them to use the resources available to them.
Despite the changes we have had to make in school, it has been
a fantastic start to the academic year with many activities such
as those run in conjunction with the Brilliant Club, our annual
Careers Day and the continuation of enrichment opportunities
for students.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank you all for your
ongoing support and to wish students, staff, parents / carers,
LAB members, Trustees and members of the local community a
very happy Christmas and a peaceful New Year.
I look forward to welcoming students back to school on
Tuesday 5 January 2020.
Mrs L Girling, Head of School

Brilliant Club
The achievements of our students reflect the opportunities and great environment for
learning we have here at SET Saxmundham School. We recognise student achievements on
many levels on a daily basis, including those of academic success.
Since taking on the SET Saxmundham Head of School position in September, Mrs Girling has
been looking at different initiatives to benefit our students. The most recent is the My Tutor
Scheme, through which Year 11 students are mentored by undergraduates via Zoom. The
students involved have said they are already feeling the benefits from this additional support
system.
“This is inspiring me to
The School has also set up a Scholars Programme in partnership
go on to take A levels
with The Brilliant Club, providing a link between our Year 7 and
and eventually go to
Year 8 students and local universities. This enables our students
university, I feel so much
to work with a PhD researcher and understand more about
more confident in myself
university life, build on their love for learning and ensure they
and know I can achieve
are able to develop the skills needed in the next phase of their
this if I set my mind to it.”
education. Students completed an initial assessment online
Year 8 student
which is followed by small group sessions in School, using the
course booklets provided. They are currently covering diverse
topics ranging from the Earth’s Climate History to Postwar Politics.

Plant Our Planet Project
We were really fortunate to receive trees from the Woodland Trust’s
‘Free Trees for Schools’ initiative and decided that this could be the
start of an on-going project within our school called ‘Plant for our
Planet’. It is a fantastic opportunity to encourage our students to
contribute positively to the local environment, whilst gaining a greater
understanding of the impact that each of us can have on our planet.

“I like to come
outside and be
free, building dens,
dig, run around,
it’s great fun.”
Ashton

Our Year 7 students have spent their tutor time this week learning more about climate
change, species extinction and the powerful benefits of planting trees. Each student has
planted their own tree, which they will be able to watch grow
over their time here at the school, as they grow too. This
connection between the child and their tree will hopefully lead
“I like the mud best!
to increased environmental awareness and care for the natural
we do fun things in
world. Planting a tree enables our students to feel empowered
Forest School, I also
to make a personal difference; to understand how planting trees
like the rope bridge and
can restore biodiversity and help wildlife to thrive within our
being out here is good
school grounds and the local area. A connection with nature is
for making friends.”
scientifically proven to be beneficial for mental health; nature has
Jacob
the power to heal itself and to heal us, if we let it.
We regularly see the benefits of this connection with nature in our Forest School sessions.
We are so fortunate to have a woodland here, and our students thrive on having the
opportunity to spend time in the natural environment during their school day. There
are very few secondary schools that deliver Forest School as part of their curriculum;
at Saxmundham we have noticed the positive impact that this has on our students and
their overall learning and development. Forest School is an incredibly powerful tool which
facilitates the holistic development of our students, enabling them to learn fundamental
skills that remain with them for life. Our students participate in meaningful and challenging
activities during the sessions; however the child-led ethos of
Forest School encourages children to be guided by their own
“I like coming out here
interests and curiosity. It is so wonderful to see a child come
and finding things like
up with their own idea and to see the delight on their face
newts, they are burying
when they achieve a sense of success and a boost in
themselves in the mud and
self-confidence. They gain so much more pride and
leaves now that winter is
satisfaction when the process was challenging and involved
coming. We also play and
a lot of trial and error, by themselves or as a team. This
build things out here.”
invaluable experience helps to develop their resilience
Nathan

“We can do what
we want, take risks
and also we learn
about wildlife.”
Joanna

and problem solving skills, which can then be applied in other
situations. We have seen first-hand how Forest School supports
our students in achieving their personal potential and how it can
develop cooperation, communication skills and awareness of others.
Our students climb trees, use tools and light fires; through these
experiences they will learn how to respect safety measures and to
self-assess potentially hazardous situations in the future.

In our Forest School sessions we plan to continue with the Plant for
our Planet project, by planting woodland bulbs and wildflower seeds to restore biodiversity
and to encourage more wildlife into our school site. I believe that by encouraging our
students to plant more trees and flowers, the more wildlife they will be able to see. This will
hopefully help to improve their understanding of the natural world and will also strengthen
their desire to protect and preserve our planet for future generations.
Mrs H Reed, Forest Schools Lead

“Forest Schools gives our preschoolers opportunities to
play and explore outdoors for extended periods of time. It offers
new experiences, challenges and risk taking opportunities that
they may not get in the classroom. We have found that it has been
very beneficial for improving children’s confidence, resilience,
communication skills and social skills.”
Stacey Wright, Early Years Deputy Manager,
Meadow Brook Playcare

Careers Day
On Thursday 3 December, students at SET Saxmundham School enjoyed a series of sessions in preparation
for the world of work, as part of a Drop-Down day focusing on their future careers.
The day kicked off with some brilliant guest speakers, virtually of course, who shared a wealth of
experience from their respective industries.
Firstly, Phil McEwan, Head of Marketing and Business Development at Strategic spoke with students
about his journey from a world of extreme sports and music festivals to managing international marketing
campaigns. He shared his knowledge gained from working with some big brands (and even offered students
a few famous name drops!) and the attraction from of the marketing sector in a world which is become
increasingly digital.
Then Sarah Smy spoke to students about her experience in accountancy; how to become an accountant
through the university and apprenticeship routes, as well as the many different opportunities and
experiences that open up through accountancy – as she quipped, “Everyone needs their money counted!”.
She also explained how her knowledge of accounting and business helped her to change career and invest
in her own business enterprise, opening up a coffee shop on the retail park where she was an accountant.
A prime example of the ways in which careers can be dynamic, and the importance of learning everything
you can from your experiences to take you forward.
This was followed by Nicola Weldon, who shared her knowledge of working in Law. Explaining the ways in
which students can gain qualifications and go to University, before settling into a whole host of disciplines
relating to different aspects of Law. Again students learned the way in which different careers often
interweave, as there are many situations in life and business when lawyers and solicitors provide advice and
guidance to a whole host of sectors, industries and jobs.
Students also experienced a series of sessions, focusing on Learning, Employment, and Financial skills, with
the aim of developing into well-rounded and informed employees. Finally, teachers demonstrated how to
use the website ‘I Can Be A’ to guide students into researching different careers related to their current
interests.
We would recommend that you spend some time looking at this brilliant resource with your child to
discuss their career options and to build upon their aspirations.
https://www.icanbea.org.uk/ provides all of the essential information for developing understanding of
different careers; from job descriptions, to salary information, to required qualifications and places to
study.
We look forward to arranging future events to build on this success, and provide our students further
career opportunities to inspire and motivate them.
We also handed out many praise postcards for students that showed real focus and enthusiasm for the day.
Mr Woodard, SET Careers Lead

National Anti-Bullying Week
Whilst this is something we continually work on with students, we had specifically led tutor
time activities and assemblies on this topic during November.
Year 7 had an assembly all about anti-bullying. They discussed the impact bullying can have
and what to do if they suspect bullying is taking place, including identifying key members of
staff who can help. They then made posters to promote their thoughts and findings.
Bullying has no place at SET Saxmundham, but like in all schools, young people sometimes
chose to say or do unkind things. Whilst there must be consequences, we are continually
looking at and developing our supportive interventions for all involved. To raise awareness,
we started the week by all wearing odd socks!

Contact us...
We welcome your feedback, news and comments.
Email us: saxmundham@seckfordeducation.org.uk

01728 633910
www.saxmundhamschool.org.uk
SET Saxmundham School, Seaman Avenue, Saxmundham, IP17 1DZ

